
 

 

Registration in the Danish National Waste Register 
 

Pursuant to Statutory Order on the National Danish Waste Register businesses, transporting waste 

in Denmark (conveyors), brokers, and dealers of waste must be registered in the Danish National 

Waste Register (Waste Register). Conveyors, brokers and dealers of waste must be registered 

before they can handle waste in Denmark. 

 

The categories  

 

Waste conveyors 

Waste conveyors are any companies that transports waste for other companies against payment. 

Waste conveyors do not legally assume responsibility for the treatment of the waste that they 

transport.  

 

Waste dealers 

Waste dealers are companies that acts as principals when buying and selling waste. This also 

includes companies that do not physically take possession of the waste. Waste dealers do not 

assume responsibility for the treatment of the waste that they buy or sell.  

 

Waste brokers 

Waste brokers are companies engaged in arranging the disposal or recovery of waste, on behalf of 

others, including dealers of waste, who do not physically take possession of the waste. Waste 

brokers do not assume responsibility for the treatment of the waste that they buy or sell. 

 

 

Registration 
 

For registration in the Waste Register, please find the log-in for foreign companies on this website.  

Further information about registering a company in the Waste Register can be found in the English 

registration guide. 

 

At the initial registration in the Waste Register, you are required to provide  information about the 

company you represent and pay both a registration and an annual fee. After the payment of the fees, 

you will receive the relevant receipts and certificates in your mail-box. Only after you have received 

these, will the company you represent be able to handle waste in Denmark. 

 

An annual fee will be deducted from the payment card, which is registered in the Waste Register 

once a year.  
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Fees 
 

 
 

 

Registration of subcontractors 

 
The Statutory Order on the Waste Register does not allow a registration for one conveyor of waste 

to be extended to subcontractors. This concerns both Danish and foreign companies. If a conveyor 

of waste makes an agreement with a subcontractor regarding transportation of waste, the 

subcontractor will be considered as a separate conveyor of waste, which requires an additional 

registration in the Waste Register. Hence, it is, the company actually carrying out the transportation 

of the waste that is legally required to be registered in the Waste Register.  

 

 

 


